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Abstract Closed essential surfaces in a 3–manifold can be detected by ideal points of the character variety or by
algebraic non-integral representations. We give examples of closed essential surfaces not detected in either of these
ways. For ideal points, we use Chesebro’s module-theoretic interpretation of Culler-Shalen theory. As a corollary,
we construct an infinite family of closed hyperbolic Haken 3–manifolds with no algebraic non-integral representation
into PSL2pCq, resolving a question of Schanuel and Zhang.
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1 Introduction
A knot manifold is a compact, irreducible, orientable 3–manifold whose boundary consists of a single
torus. We say that a knot manifold is large if it contains a closed essential surface. Here, an essential
surface Σ in a 3–manifold is an orientable, properly embedded surface with no sphere or boundary parallel
components such that the homomorphism on fundamental groups induced by inclusion is injective for each
connected component of Σ.
Let N be a knot manifold and Γ denote its fundamental group. Culler and Shalen [12] construct essen-
tial surfaces in 3–manifolds from representations of Γ into SL2pCq. This combines algebraic geometry,
valuations and actions on trees, and has seen broad applications in 3–manifold topology (see for example
[2, 3, 8, 11]). In this introduction, we assume some familiarity with Culler-Shalen theory—basic definitions
and facts are collected in §2 and §3.
The set XSLpNq of characters of representations of Γ into SL2pCq admits the structure of a complex
affine algebraic set called the character variety of N . Essential surfaces can be associated to certain
representations Γ Ñ SL2pF q, where F is a field with a valuation v : Fˆ Ñ Z. The character variety
provides two ways to find such representations: by passing to ideal points and by carrying algebraic non-
integral, or ANI, representations. If the essential surface Σ in N is associated to an ideal point of a curve
in XSLpNq it is detected by (an ideal point of) the character variety. Similarly, if Σ is associated to an
ANI-representation, we say Σ is ANI-detected by the character variety. Similar terminology is adopted
for the boundary slopes of essential surfaces; that is, unoriented isotopy classes of simple closed curves on
the boundary of N that can be represented by the boundary components of essential surfaces in N . The
theory and its applications were extended to representations into PSL2pCq by Boyer and Zhang [2].
This paper addresses the general question of which essential surfaces in a 3–manifold are detected by
ideal points or ANI-representations. To this end, Chesebro and the third author [7] showed that there
are boundary slopes of knot manifolds which are not detected by the character variety. Motegi showed
that there are closed graph manifolds that contain essential tori [20] not detected by the character variety.
Boyer and Zhang [2, Theorem 1.8] showed that there are infinitely many closed hyperbolic 3–manifolds
whose character varieties do not detect closed essential surfaces contained in these manifolds. Schanuel
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and Zhang [22, Example 17] gave an example of a closed hyperbolic 3–manifold with a closed essential
surface that cannot be detected by an ideal point but is ANI-detected. We first turn our attention to
knot manifolds, and as an application answer an open question of Schanuel and Zhang. The knots 10152 ,
10153 and 10154 were shown to be large by Burton, Coward and the third author [4]. This paper shows:
Theorem 1 Let N be the complement in S3 of the large hyperbolic knot 10152 , 10153 or 10154 . No
closed essential surface in N is detected by an ideal point of the character variety of N .
The proof of Theorem 1 uses a module-theoretic approach to Culler-Shalen theory developed by Chese-
bro [6]. As will be explained further in §4, this approach transforms the problem into a computation
in commutative algebra. Thus, we are able to answer this question using algorithmic techniques imple-
mented in the software package Macaulay2 [15]. It also follows from [6, Proposition 5.2] that no closed
essential surface in the complement of 10152 , 10153 or 10154 is ANI-detected.
Joshua Howie informed the authors that 10152 , 10153 , and 10154 are the first non-alternating adequate
knots in Rolfsen’s table. It would be interesting to know the extent to which Howie’s observation may
give a geometric or topological obstruction to detecting closed essential surfaces by ideal points.
As a corollary to Theorem 1, we answer Question 9 of Schanuel and Zhang [22]. They ask whether there
are large closed hyperbolic 3–manifolds which have no ANI-representations into PSL2pCq. We answer this
question affirmatively.
Corollary 2 There are infinitely many large closed hyperbolic 3–manifolds with no ANI-representations
into PSL2pCq.
Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 1 by considering sufficiently large Dehn fillings of any of the knots given
by the theorem. Under such a Dehn filling, a closed essential surface in the knot exterior will remain
essential in the filled manifold [11, Theorem 2.0.3] and the filled manifold will be hyperbolic by Thurston’s
Hyperbolic Dehn Surgery Theorem. Using a result of Culler about lifting representations and a result of
Chesebro connecting ANI-detected to detected closed essential surfaces, we show that the filled manifold
cannot have any ANI-representations into PSL2pCq.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we review some basics concerning
character varieties and describe an algorithm for their computation. Section 3 outlines the essentials of
Culler-Shalen theory and summarizes Chesebro’s module-theoretic approach. Section 4 begins with a
description of our computational techniques and heuristic for finding knots whose character varieties may
not detect closed essential surfaces. We then prove the main results of this paper.
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2 Character varieties
We describe the construction of character varieties in the SL2pCq case. The PSL2pCq case is similar with
only a few additional technicalities; see [2] for a detailed account of Culler-Shalen theory for PSL2pCq.
Let Γ be a finitely presented group with presentation xγ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γn | r1, . . . , rmy. A function ρ : tγjunj“1 Ñ
SL2pCq extends to a representation if and only if ρpriq is the 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix for each 1 ď i ď m.
The set RSLpΓq :“ HompΓ, SL2pCqq is therefore in natural 1-1 correspondence with an algebraic set in
C4n and hence called the representation variety of Γ.
For each γ P Γ there is a regular function Iγ : RSLpΓq Ñ C given by Iγpρq “ tr ρpγq. Let T pΓq denote
the ring with unity generated the set tIγuγPΓ .
2
Proposition 3 (cf. [12] and [14]) The ring T pΓq is generated by the set
G “ tIγi1 ¨¨¨γik | for 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik ď n and k ď 3u.
Proof We include a sketch of a proof of this proposition to remind the reader that there is an algorithm
to write each Iγ for γ P Γ as a polynomial in the elements of G . This algorithm is based on the following
trace identities [14, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.1.1]. If A,B,C,D P SL2pCq, then
trA “ trA´1 (1)
trAB “ trA trB ´ trAB´1 (2)
trACB “ trA trBC ` trB trAC ` trC trAB ´ trA trB trC ´ trABC (3)
2 ¨ trABCD “ trA trBCD ` trB trACD ` trC trABD ´ trD trACB ` trBC trAD
` trAB trCD ´ trAC trBD ` trB trD trAC ´ trA trB trCD
´ trB trC trAD (4)
Given γ P Γ, write γ as a word in the generators tγiuni“1 . Use the first and second trace identities to write
Iγ as a polynomial in trace functions of words with no inverses or exponents on letters higher than one.
With the fourth trace identity one can reduce the word length to at most 3. Finally, the third identity
allows one to write the trace functions in lexicographic order. 
Order the N “ npn2 ` 5q{6 elements of G lexicographically and use this ordering to define a map
t : RSLpΓq Ñ CN by tpρq “ pIgpρqqgPG . Culler and Shalen proved that the image of t is a closed algebraic
set that is in 1-1 correspondence with the set of SL2pCq-characters of Γ [12]. Thus, XSLpΓq :“ tpRSLpΓqq
is called the character variety of Γ. The elements of G serve as coordinate functions on XSLpΓq.
Gonza´lez-Acun˜a and Montesinos-Amilibia [14] exhibited specific defining equations for the character va-
riety of a finitely presented group. First, they exhibit a finite collection of polynomials which cut out the
character variety for the free group Fn on n letters. Next, they prove that XSLpΓq is the algebraic subset
of XSLpFnq cut out by the mpn` 1q polynomials
tIr1 ´ 2, Iγ1r1 ´ Iγ1 , . . . , Iγnr1 ´ Iγn , Ir2 ´ 2, . . . , Iγnr2 ´ Iγn , . . . , Iγnrm ´ Iγnu.
Each of the above trace functions can be computed algorithmically, as can defining equations for the
character variety of the free group on n letters. By the fourth trace identity, we see that XSLpΓq is cut
out of CN by polynomials with rational coefficients. This gives the following proposition:
Proposition 4 Given a presentation xγ1, . . . , γn|r1, . . . , rmy for a group Γ, defining equations for XSLpΓq
can be computed algorithmically. Moreover, XSLpΓq is defined over Q.
3 Elements of Culler-Shalen theory
Fix a knot manifold N , let Γ denote the fundamental group of N , and set XSLpNq “ XSLpΓq.
If F is a field with a valuation v : Fˆ Ñ Z, then Bass-Serre theory gives a simplicial tree Tv associated
to v and an action of SL2pF q on T [23]. A representation ρ : Γ Ñ SL2pF q induces an action of Γ on
Tv . When this action is nontrivial (that is, when no vertex of Tv is fixed by Γ) a construction due to
Stallings gives essential surfaces in N . Essential surfaces that can be built from the above procedure are
associated to the tree Tv . The next theorem demonstrates a connection between the topology of N , the
representation ρ, and the valuation v .
3
Theorem 5 [12] Suppose there is a representation ρ : Γ Ñ SL2pF q where F is a field with a valuation
v such that the induced action of Γ on the tree Tv is nontrivial.
(1) If vptr ρpγqq ě 0 for each γ P pi1pBNq, then there is a closed essential surface associated to Tv .
(2) Otherwise there is a unique element γ P pi1pBNq (up to inversion and conjugation) such that
vptr ρpγqq ě 0. In this case, every essential surface associated to Tv has non-empty boundary and
γ represents the boundary slope of these surfaces.
The character variety XSLpNq provides two ways of finding fields equipped with valuations and hence
essential surfaces in N : by passing to ideal points and by carrying algebraic non-integral representations.
Ideal points: The dimension of XSLpNq is at least one [8], so take an irreducible curve X Ă XSLpNq
with normalization φ : X Ñ X and a smooth projective model rX for X . Then there is a birational
isomorphism ι : rX Ñ X whose inverse is defined on all of X . The elements of the set
rX ´ ι´1pXq
are the ideal points of X . Up to isomorphism X has a unique smooth projective model, so the set of
ideal points is well-defined. Each rational function on X extends to a function rX Ñ CP 1 “ CYt8u and
to each ideal point xˆ of X there is a natural valuation vxˆ on the function field CpXq “ Cp rXq given by
vxˆpfq “
$’&’%
´porder of the pole of f at xˆq if fpxˆq “ 8
0 it fpxˆq P C´ t0u
order of the zero of f at xˆ if fpxˆq “ 0
.
There is a representation, often referred to as the tautological representation, P : Γ Ñ SL2pCp rXqq. That
X is a curve implies that the action of Γ on the tree Tvxˆ for each ideal point xˆ of X is nontrivial. Hence
Theorem 5 applies.
ANI-representations: Suppose F is a number field (i.e. a finite extension of Q) and ρ : Γ Ñ SL2pF q is a
representation. We say ρ is algebraic non-integral, or ANI if there is some element γ P Γ such that tr ρpγq
is not integral over Z. Recall that the integral closure of Z in F is the intersection of all the valuation
rings of F . Since tr ρpγq is not integral over Z, there is some valuation v on F such that vptr ρpγqq ă 0.
Hence, there is an essential surface in N associated to the tree Tv by Theorem 5
Chesebro [6] noticed a connection between the detection of essential surfaces by ideal points and an infinite
collection of modules associated to the coordinate ring CrXs of X which we now describe.
For any unital subring R of C, let TRpXq denote the R-subalgebra of CrXs generated by G , noting that
TCpXq “ CrXs. If γ P pi1pNq, then Iγ is an element of TZpXq and hence RrIγs Ď TRpXq for each unital
subring R Ď C. In particular, we may view TRpXq as a RrIγs-module. The following theorem relates
the detection of essential surfaces by ideal points to these modules.
Theorem 6 (Chesebro [6, Theorem 1.2]) Let X be an irreducible component of XSLpNq and take
R P tZ,Q,Cu. Then
(1) TRpXq is not finitely generated as an RrIγs-module for each γ P pi1pBNq if and only if X detects
a closed essential surface.
(2) Otherwise, TRpXq is not finitely generated as a RrIγs-module for some γ P pi1pBNq if and only if
γ represents a boundary slope detected by X .
4
4 Main Results
We aim to prove that there are knots in S3 whose complement contains closed essential surfaces, none of
which are detected by the character variety. A corollary to Theorem 6 which replaces X with an arbitrary
union of irreducible components of XSLpNq will be our main tool.
Corollary 7 Suppose Y “ X1Y¨ ¨ ¨YXn is a union of irreducible components of XSLpNq. Then Y does
not detect a closed essential surface if and only if CrY s is finitely generated as a CrIγs-module for some
γ P pi1pBNq which is not a boundary slope of N .
Moreover, when CrY s is finitely generated, it is a free CrIγs-module.
Proof Take an element γ P pi1pBNq which does not represent a boundary slope of N . If Y does
not detect a closed essential surface, then, for each i, CrXis is a finitely generated CrIγs-module by
Theorem 6. Since Xi is irreducible, CrXis is an integral domain, and so CrXis is torsion free over CrIγs.
In particular, CrXis is free over CrIγs since CrIγs is a principle ideal domain.
Suppose XSLpNq Ď Ck . Let Φ: Crz1, . . . , zks Ñ CrY s and φi : Crz1, . . . , zks Ñ CrXis denote the natural
epimorphisms induced by the inclusions Y ãÑ Ck and Xi ãÑ Ck . Define a function Ψ: CrY s Ñ ‘n1CrXis
by
ΨpΦpfqq “ pφ1pfq, . . . , φnpfqq for f P Crz1, . . . , zks.
If we regard ‘n1CrXis as a CrIγs-module with the diagonal action, then Ψ is CrIγs-linear.
We claim that Ψ is injective. Take a polynomial f P Crz1, . . . , zns such that φipfq is the zero function
on Xi for each i. Then f is an element of the ideal IpXiq of Xi and hence
f P
nč
1
IpXiq “ IpY q.
Thus Ψ is a monomorphism and CrY s is isomorphic to a submodule of a finitely generated free module.
Finally, since CrIγs is a PID, CrY s must be a finitely generated free CrIγs-module.
Now suppose toward a contradiction that CrY s is finitely generated over CrIγs and that Y detects a closed
essential surface. Then, by Theorem 6, CrXis is not finitely generated over CrIγs for some 1 ď i ď n.
But the inclusion Xi ãÑ Y induces a surjection CrY s Ñ CrXis. This gives a contradiction since the image
of a generating set for CrY s would generate CrXis. 
Corollary 7 demonstrates how we transform the question of whether or not XSLpNq detects a closed es-
sential surface into a computational commutative algebra problem. The program Macaulay2 uses inexact
numbers when working over C, so we must extend Corollary 7 so that the coefficient field is Q where the
program performs exact calculations. The proof of the following corollary is essentially [18, Proposition
16].
Corollary 8 Take Y “ X1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Xn to be a union of irreducible components of XSLpNq and fix
γ P pi1pBNq. Suppose Y is defined over Q. Then TQpY q is finitely generated over QrIγs if and only if
CrY s is finitely generated over CrIγs.
In particular Y does not detect a closed essential surface if and only if TQpY q is finitely generated over
QrIγs for some γ P pi1pBNq that does not represent a boundary slope of N .
Proof First, observe that any generating set for TQpY q over QrIγs will automatically generate CrY s
over CrIγs.
Now suppose CrY s is finitely generated over CrIγs. Then CrY s is a free module and we may take a free
basis B “ tb1, . . . , bmu lying in T pXq (see the remarks following Corollary 2.5 in [6]).
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We claim B spans TQpXq over QrIγs. Take an element f P TQpXq and write f “ řm1 pjbj for some
pj P CrIγs. The field automorphism group AutpC{Qq acts on CrY s since Y is defined over Q. Moreover,
since f P TQpXq, if σ P AutpC{Qq,
σ ¨ f “ f, so
mÿ
1
ppj ´ σ ¨ pjqbj “ 0.
B is a free basis, so pj “ σ ¨ pj for every σ P AutpC{Qq. The fixed field of AutpC{Qq is Q [19, Theorem
9.29], so each pj P QrIγs. 
Corollaries 7 and 8 provide a way to prove our main result, Theorem 1. For a given knot manifold N , to
determine whether XSLpNq detects any closed essential surface, one must first find a slope α which is not
a boundary slope of N , then decide if TQpXSLpNqq is finitely generated as a QrIαs-module. Fortunately,
the basis command in Macaulay2 finds generating sets for modules over specified rings [15].
To begin our search, we needed to know which knots in S3 have large complements. Burton, Coward,
and the third author [4] developed an algorithm to check precisely this and [4, Appendix F] lists all 1019
large knots in S3 that can be represented with diagrams with at most 12 crossings.
Chesebro proved that if an irreducible curve in XSLpNq ANI-detects a closed essential surface, then it
detects a closed essential surface with ideal points [6, Proposition 5.2]. Goodman, Heard, and Hodgson
compiled a partial list of all hyperbolic knots and links with up to 12 crossings whose discrete and faithful
representations are ANI. Using this table, we created a list of all hyperbolic large knots with 12 or fewer
crossings whose discrete faithful representation is either not ANI or its integrality is unknown. For each
knot on our list, we recorded the number of tetrahedra in the triangulation given by the program SnapPy
[10]. Using the notation from Rolfsen’s table [21], the knots in our table with the fewest tetrahedra in
their SnapPy triangulation are 10152 with 9 tetraheadra, 10153 with 8, and 10154 with 10.
Figure 1: The knots 10152 , 10153 , and 10154 .
Proof of Theorem 1 We need to show that no essential surfaces is detected by an ideal point of the
character variety. We give the details for N the complement of the knot 10153 ; the calculations for 10152
and 10154 follow along the same lines. The package HIKMOT [17] certifies that the interior of N admits
a finite volume hyperbolic metric. Now SnapPy [10] gives the following presentation for the fundamental
group of N :
pi1pNq – xa, b, c | abAbCaabAbcB, abCBcAcy
where capital letters denote inverses. A basis for pi1pBNq is
t µ “ BAABa, λ “ BAACaabCAbCBa u.
Note that µ´1λ is conjugate to the element CaabCAbC in pi1pNq, so Iµ´1λ “ ICaabCAbC .
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Now we use Propositions 3 and 4 to compute defining equations for XSLpNq. Using coordinates
px “ Ia, y “ Ib, z “ Ic, w “ Iab, t “ Iac, u “ Ibc, v “ Iabcq
we find that XSLpNq is cut out of C7 by 9 polynomials tp0, . . . , p8u: p0 being the polynomial defining the
character variety of the free group on 3 letters and the other 8 coming from our presentation for pi1pNq.
This collection of polynomials is long and unwieldy, so we elect not to display these polynomials here; the
interested reader can find the polynomials in the ancillary files [5].
Define a new ideal I generated by tp0, . . . , p8, s ´ Iµ´1λpx, y, z, w, t, u, vqu. Then the zero set of I is an
embedding of XSLpNq into C8 with coordinates px, y, z, w, t, u, v, sq such that Iµ´1λ is the coordinate
function s.
Set S “ Qrss and R “ Srx, y, z, w, t, u, vs. Then R{I – TQpXSLpNqq since XSLpNq is defined over Q. To
investigate whether or not TQpXSLpNqq is finitely generated as an S -module, we first compute a Gro¨bner
basis for I , then execute the command
basis( R / I , SourceRing => S )
in Macaulay2. The command gives either an error if the module is not finitely generated over S or a list
of generators. In our case, we get a list L of 48 monomials which can be found in the ancillary files [5].
While L may not be a free basis for TQpXSLpNqq over QrIµ´1λs, it is guaranteed to be at least a generating
set. In particular, by Corollary 8, µ´1λ is not a boundary slope of N and XSLpNq does not detect any
closed essential surfaces even though N is a large knot manifold. 
Remark The defining equations for XSLpNq were computed using a Mathematica notebook written
by Ashley, Burelle, and Lawton [1] that is based on the Free Group Toolbox Version 2.0 Mathematica
notebook written by William Goldman [13]. We independently verified the equations with a computation
from first principles.
We first performed the above calculation for the knots 10152 and 10153 on a 2014 MacBook Air with a
1.4GHz processor and only 8GB of memory. The calculation for 10154 took 62 hours on a cluster with a
2.6GHz processor and used 33GB of memory at TU Berlin. This was done by Robert Loewe and Benjamin
Lorenz. Both machines used version 1.11 of Macaulay2.
We end this note with an application of Theorem 1 answering Question 9 of Schanuel and Zhang [22]
concerning algebraic non-integral representations into PSL2pCq. Even though the trace of an element of
PSL2pCq is not well-defined, it is up to sign. An element of a number field F is integral over Z if and
only if its negative is, so we say a representation ρ : Γ Ñ PSL2pF q is algebraic non-integral if there is
some γ P Γ such that the trace of a lift of ρpγq to SL2pCq is algebraic non-integral.
Corollary 9 There are infinitely many large closed hyperbolic 3–manifolds with no ANI-representations
into PSL2pCq.
Proof Let N denote the complement of any knot with the property that the character variety of its
complement has no ideal point detecting a closed essential surface (such as the knot 10152 , 10153 or 10154 ).
Fix a basis tµ, λu for pi1pBNq Ď pi1pNq such that µ is a meridian for N and λ may be represented by a
simple closed curve on BN . Let Npp{qq denote the closed 3–manifold obtained by performing p{q Dehn
filling on N ; that is, attach a solid torus to BN such that the meridian of the solid torus is glued to BN
along a primitive curve representing µpλq . We obtain a presentation for pi1pNpp{qqq by simply adding the
relation µpλq to a presentation for pi1pNq. In particular, there is an epimorphism pi1pNq Ñ pi1pNpp{qqq
which induces inclusions
XSLpNpp{qqq ãÑ XSLpNq and XPSLpNpp{qqq Ñ XPSLpNq.
There is a sequence tpi{qiu8i“1 of slopes on BN such that
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(1) Nppi{qiq is a large hyperbolic closed 3–manifold;
(2) pi{qi is not a boundary slope of N .
That Nppi{qiq can be taken to be hyperbolic follows from Thurston’s Hyperbolic Dehn Surgery Theorem
[24]. We may assume Nppi{qiq is large by [11, Theorem 2.0.3]. Finally, N has only finitely many boundary
slopes [16], so we may choose pi{qi that are not boundary slopes of N .
Fix pi{qi and let r : pi1pNq Ñ pi1pNppi{qiqq be the quotient map. Suppose towards a contradiction that
Nppi{qiq has an algebraic non-integral representation ρ : pi1pNppi{qiqq Ñ PSL2pCq. Then ρ ˝ r is an
ANI representation of pi1pNq into PSL2pCq. By [9], this representation lifts to an ANI-representationrρ : pi1pNq Ñ SL2pCq.
We claim that rρ must ANI-detect a closed essential surface in N . Since ρ˝r factors through pi1pNppi{qiqq,
we must have rρpµpiλqiq “ I or ´ I , where I is the 2ˆ 2 identity matrix. In particular, the character χrρ
evaluates to ˘2 at µpiλqi , both of which are integral over Z. Thus, by Theorem 5, χrρ either ANI-detects
a closed essential surface or µpiλqi is a boundary slope of N . This is not the case by construction, proving
our claim.
Finally, Chesebro showed that if XSLpNq ANI-detects a closed essential surface, then it detects one by
ideal points [6, Proposition 5.2]. This contradicts our hypothesis, so Nppi{qiq has no ANI-representations
into PSL2pCq. 
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